Public Art
Seek and Find

Follow the clues to these public artworks on the University campus! Take your picture with each and post to Instagram with the hashtag #UAPublicArt for a chance to win four passes to the University of Arizona Museum of Art.

Clue #1  Also known as “The Arizona Wildcat Family,” this bronze sculpture shows a nurturing family of bobcats. Former UA President Peter Likins personally commissioned the piece and believes strongly in the family sense of our campus community.

Clue #2  Here, very literal scientists investigate, solve and question scientific problems.

Clue #3  Are the figures pushing down a wall or building a wall? This sculpture speaks to the tensions of fear, misunderstanding, and resistance to change on both sides of the border.

Clue #4  The artwork - a 26-foot tall triangular spire with a crescent moon on top - reflects the use of modern technologies like wind and solar power.

Clue #5  Look up while sitting in this sculpture and you’ll see an original Macintosh computer, a paintbrush, instruments, clown shoes and more.

Clue #6  This iconic monumental blue and red sculpture is an homage to Bernini’s colonnade at St. Peter’s square. But many in Tucson refer to it as the “walking clothes pins”.

Interested in a guided tour of our public art?
Visit  http://www.artmuseum.arizona.edu/ for more information